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guide



When you hire me as your
photographer not only do you

receive beautiful, timeless photos in
a timely manner but you’ll also get

years of experience in making clients
comfortable in front of the camera
by creating honest connection and

trust. I only take on a certain number
of weddings and elopements per
year so that each of my clients

receive my undivided attention. My
calendar tends to fill up pretty

quickly so don’t hesitate to reach out
if you think we’d be a good match.

my approach

Being deeply empathetic I
treat your wedding

/elopement like it were my
own. I’m there for you

1000% and only take on so
many weddings each year
to guarantee that. I don’t

care that making sure
you’ve eaten or putting on
your veil correctly isn’t my

job, I’m always there to
help in any way to make
the day go exactly how
you had always hoped.

delivery

I feel strongly about
capturing moments as
they are. I don’t need

every photo to be
“perfect”. Relationships
aren’t perfect, life isn’t

perfect. I want the photos
to reflect you exactly who

and how you are. I’ll
always help you get there
by guiding you if you need
it or by letting you do your

thing if you don’t.

document

I find it so important to
build a relationship with
every single one of my

clients beforehand. After
all, I can’t tell your story if I

don’t know what it is.
Being comfortable with

your photographer is also
hugely important and
always reflected in the

photos so I like to
become friends first to
make the process so

much less intimidating for
you.

relationship



8 hours of coverage +
engagement session included +
 all travel to the PNW included +

 turnaround time of under 30 days +
sneak peek gallery in under 48 hours +

online gallery of high-res images +
print release +

 unlimited hours of coverage on +
wedding day

engagement session included +
all travel to the PNW included +

turnaround time of under 30 days +
sneak peek gallery in under 48 hours +

online gallery of high-res images +
print release +

wedding pricing
basic package $3300

+ 6 hours of coverage
+ all travel to the PNW included
+ turnaround time of under 30 days
+ sneak peek gallery in under 48 hours
+ online gallery of high-res images
+ print release

premium package $4100

deluxe package $4900



elopement
pricing

coast package

$1200

+ 2 hours of coverage
+ all travel to the PNW

included
+ turnaround time of

under 14 days
+ sneak peek gallery in

under 48 hours
+ online gallery of
high-res images
+ print release

waterfall

package $2900

mountain

package $3800

+ 5 hours of coverage
+ option to split

coverage throughout
the day (ex. 2 hours at

sunrise, 3 at sunset)
+ all travel to the PNW

included
+ turnaround time of

under 30 days
+ sneak peek gallery in

under 48 hours
+ online gallery of
high-res images
+ print release

+ 8 hours of coverage
+ option to split

coverage throughout
the day (ex. 3 hours at
sunrise, 5 at sunset)

+ all travel to the PNW
included

+ turnaround time of
under 30 days

+ sneak peek gallery in
under 48 hours

+ online gallery of
high-res images
+ print release



couples &
engagement session

pricing

classic session $550

+ 1 hour of shooting
+ 80 images or more

+ all travel to the PNW included
+ turnaround time of under 7 days
+ online gallery of high-res images

+ print release

adventure session $750

+ no limit on shooting time
+ 150 images or more

+ multiple outfit changes (if desired)
+ all travel to the PNW included

+ turnaround time of under 7 days
+ online gallery of high-res images

+ print release

perfect if you're looking for not spending too much
time shooting at a location that is easily accessible. 

perfect if you're looking to go on some sort of
adventure (hike a mountain, explore a few different

spots around the PNW, etc.) that requires more time 



FAQS

do you use a second

shooter?

Not typically. If you're interested in having
one it's definitely an option for an additional
charge. Happy to talk more about your
specific needs in regards!

How do I know if you're

the right photographer

for me?

Hiring a photographer is a huge decision,
and I'm not the perfect photographer for
everyone. It's so important for you to sift
through my work and make sure that the
photos I take reflect what you're looking for
as well as ensure that I am the kind of
person you can vibe with. I'll be spending SO
much time with you on one of the biggest
days of your life, it's so vital that you actually
like me. 

how many photos do you

deliver?

Totally depends on the day, what I'm
shooting, and how long I'm shooting for. A
good general estimate for me is about 80
photos per hour though. 

can i see a full gallery? Absolutely! I encourage you to do so! Shoot
me an email and I'll send you a few to look
through.

do you offer payment

plans?

Definitely. I will work with you and try to
accommodate all your needs when it
comes to payments.  

how do i book you? Just let me know you're ready to book and I'll
send you over a contract to sign and a
deposit to fulfill and we'll be good to go!

any other questions? email me at beccamootphotography@gmail.com


